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Understanding Poststructuralism 2014-12-18 understanding
poststructuralism presents a lucid guide to some of the most
exciting and controversial ideas in contemporary thought this is
the first introduction to poststructuralism through its major
theorists derrida deleuze foucault lyotard kristeva and their
central texts each chapter takes the reader through a key text
providing detailed summaries of the main points of each and a
critical and detailed analysis of their central arguments ideas are
clearly explained in terms of their value to both critical thinking
and to contemporary issues criticisms of poststructuralism are
also assessed the aim throughout is to illuminate the main
methods of poststructuralism deconstruction libidinal economics
genealogy and transcendental empiricism in context a balanced
and up to date assessment of poststructuralism the book presents
the ideal introduction to this most revolutionary of philosophies
Marx Through Post-Structuralism 2010-06-17 marx through
post structuralism presents a thorough critical examination of the
readings of marx given by four post structuralist thinkers all key
figures in continental philosophy jean françois lyotard jacques
derrida michel foucault and gilles deleuze arguing that both marx
and the post structuralists seek to produce a genuinely
materialist philosophy the author aims to develop a better
understanding of both marx and post structuralism and in so
doing to reflect on the possibilities and problems for materialist
philosophy more broadly against the common assumption that
post structuralism begins with a rejection of marx choat argues
that marx has been a key influence on post structuralist thought
and that each of the four thinkers examined affirms marx s
contemporary significance by looking at how these thinkers have
read marx analysing their direct comments unspoken uses and
implicit criticisms the book demonstrates that there is a distinct
and original post structuralist approach to marx that allows us to
read him in a new light
Textual Strategies 2019-06-30 a stellar cast of fifteen
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contributors seeks to show the direction in which continental and
continentally oriented american literary criticism has evolved in
recent years nine of the essays are published here for the first
time five of the remaining six were translated by the editor from
the french only one has previously appeared in english the essays
make available some of the most important and most
representative work that has been done in the wake of
structuralism among the topics treated are the relationships
between semiology and literature anthropology and literature and
psychoanalysis and literature modern american poetics algebraic
models as epistemological operators the modes of production of a
poem flaubert s view of history and poetic language professor
harari has arranged the essays to move from the general to the
particular and from the abstract to the concrete in an informative
and ambitious introduction he discusses each essay in relation to
the whole and explains the interrelationships among the various
theories and strategies that are represented in the anthology a
book meant for the specialist as well as the novice for the teacher
of literature and criticism as well as the student textual strategies
is a brilliant introduction to post structuralist critical theories and
practices
Poststructuralism & International Relations 1999 offering an
introduction to the major poststructuralist thinkers this text
shows how foucault derrida lacan and zizek expose the
depoliticization found in conventional international relations
theory poststructuralists are concerned with the big questions of
international politics it is precisely their work that analyzes the
political and explains the processes of depoliticization and
technologization
Poststructuralism and After 2013-10-04 this book articulates
the key theoretical assumptions of poststructuralism but also
probes its limits evaluates rival approaches and elaborates new
concepts building on the work of derrida foucault heidegger lacan
laclau lévi strauss marx saussure and Žižek the book also
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provides a distinctive version of the poststructuralist project
An Introductory Guide to Post-structuralism and Postmodernism
1988 this book provides an historical and a conceptual
background to post structuralism and in part to post modernism
for readers entering the discussions on post structuralism it does
not attempt to be at the cutting edge of these debates nor to be
advancing research in these areas it does however look at the
educational implications of the ideas discussed the intention
behind this collection was to provide a sound introduction to the
key positions of a number of french poststructuralist thinkers who
are being increasingly referred to used as support and even
embraced by theorists in educational discourse the editor and
contributors to this volume are concerned that these thinkers
have been misappropriated on occasions that is why this volume
concentrates on the historical and intellectual background of
these philosophers each of the authors of the chapters in this
collection deals with their philosopher in the areas of brief
biographical details key philosophical ideas and the applications
in or implications of their work for education
Poststructuralism: A Very Short Introduction 2002-08-22
poststructuralism changes the way we understand the relations
between human beings their culture and the world following a
brief account of the historical relationship between structuralism
and poststructuralism this very short introduction traces the key
arguments that have led poststructuralists to challenge
traditional theories of language and culture whilst the author
discusses such well known figures as barthes foucault derrida and
lacan she also draws pertinent examples from literature art film
and popular culture unfolding the postructuralist account of what
it means to be a human being about the series the very short
introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly
our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas
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and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable
Politics and Post-Structuralism 2019-07-29 post structuralism
is recognised as a major force within literary and cultural studies
this book is the first to apply the theory to politics and to show
the ways in which it can illuminate political theory and analysis as
such it is likely to become a key text in the development of this
area providing a stimulating introduction to the subject authors
explore the two way relationship showing not only that post
structuralism can enhance the study of politics but also that
advocates of post structuralism can benefit from being open to
the lessons political studies can teach the book aims to clarify the
relationship of contemporary theory to politics open up a new
intellectual interface create a space for exchange between
disciplines provide a statement of the role of post structuralist
theory in politicscovering three main sections what is post
structuralist political theory post structuralism and political
analysis and the question of the political the authors draw on
themes raised by continental thinkers such as derrida nancy and
deleuze and anglo american thinkers such as butler and connolly
in their questioning of the theoretical and empirical
understanding of contemporary politics key features first
systematic examination of post structuralism to see what it may
mean for political studies advances its own rigorous and
theoretically informed position cutting edge provides a vibrant
introduction to this area of political thought and analysis brings
clarity to the two way relationship between post structuralism
and politics
British Post-Structuralism 2019-08-13 through this exploration
of the relation between marxism post structuralism and the
theory of the subject first published in 1988 antony easthope
contrasts the degree to which post structuralism has made a
radical impact on english and american national cultures this
book reprints an important interview in which jacques derrida
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discusses the
Post-Structuralism and Related Quotes 2015-10-06 post
structuralism and related quotes was written for those readers
including students and those outside the field who are interested
in post structuralism and its development included are many
quotes from philosophers and theorists whose writings led up to
post structuralism many pages of quotes from post structuralists
are provided especially those of jacques derrida and judith
kristeva these quotes can assist with the writing of a paper they
will provide a broad understanding of the movement that
influences so much of current thought today the book offers
several other resources for the gaining of knowledge and the
writing of papers including a list of additional individuals with a
post structuralism phase a large group of random quotes about
post structuralism rebuttals to post structuralism resources and
speculations what s next extensive bibliography index of terms
how to write in a post structural context post structuralism and
related quotes from jacques derrida judith kristeva and many
others briefly describes in easy basic word and terms each
movement that led to post structuralism for example the following
is a general description of post structuralism post structuralism is
considered a philosophical school of thought it grew out of and in
response to the philosophy of deconstruction post structuralism is
also a reaction to structuralism many of the pivotal post
structural thinkers were critical of structuralism scholars
associated with structuralism such as roland barthes also became
noteworthy in the post structuralism conversation their writings
added to the postmodern and post structural dialogue post
structuralism is one of the major driving forces in philosophy
today in the late 1960s france post structuralism was already
established as a movement in literary criticism and philosophy the
germination of post structuralism can be found in ferdinand de
saussure s linguistic theories in claude lévi strauss s structural
anthropology and jacques derrida s deconstructionist theories
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among others about the author sleigh won recognition for her
writing in the us and abroad she was educated at murray state
university and the universities of delaware and michigan taught
at the college level and traveled extensively she now lives in
robert penn warren country where she draws inspiration sleigh
wrote five published poetry collections her latest work is entitled
an american still life nominated for the 2016 pulitzer prize in
poetry she won finalist designation in several literary and
academic competitions on her website she blogs about post
structuralism and poetry
Poststructuralist Agency 2020-02-14 gavin rae shows that the
problematic status of agency caused by the poststructuralist
decentring of the subject is a central concern for poststructuralist
thinkers he shows how this plays out in the thinking of deleuze
derrida and foucault and find the best explanation of agency for
the founded subject in the work of castoriadis
Poststructuralism and Critical Theory's Second Generation
2014-09-11 poststructuralism and critical theory s second
generation analyses the major themes and developments in a
period that brought continental philosophy to the forefront of
scholarship in a variety of humanities and social science
disciplines and that set the agenda for philosophical thought on
the continent and elsewhere from the 1960s to the present
focusing on the years 1960 1984 the volume examines the major
figures associated with poststructuralism and the second
generation of critical theory the two dominant movements that
emerged in the 1960s althusser foucault deleuze derrida lyotard
irigaray and habermas influential thinkers such as serres
bourdieu and rorty who are not easily placed in standard histories
of the period are also covered beyond this thematic essays
engage with issues as diverse as the nietzschean legacy the
linguistic turn in continental thinking the phenomenological
inheritance of gadamer and ricoeur the influence of
psychoanalysis the emergence of feminist thought and a
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philosophy of sexual difference the renewal of the critical theory
tradition and the importation of continental philosophy into
literary theory
Post Structuralism and Related Quotes 2022-06 post
structuralism and related quotes from jacques derrida judith
kristeva and others describes in easily understood words and
terms each movement that led to post structuralism it is
considered a philosophical school of thought it grew out of and in
response to the philosophy of deconstruction post structuralism is
also a reaction to structuralism scholars associated with
structuralism such as roland barthes also developed an interest
and interacted in the post structuralism conversation post
structuralism is one of the major driving forces in philosophical
political thought and the creative arts today in the late 1960s
france post structuralism was already established as a movement
in literary criticism and philosophy the germination of post
structuralism can be found in ferdinand de saussure s linguistic
theories in claude lévi strauss s structural anthropology and
jacques derrida s deconstructionist theories
From the New Criticism to Deconstruction 1988 from the new
criticism to deconstruction traces the transitions in american
critical theory and practice from the 1950s to the 1980s it focuses
on the influence of french structuralism and post structuralism on
american deconstruction within a wide ranging context that
includes literary criticism philosophy psychology technology and
politics
Out of Africa 2010-04-05 at the heart of this book is the
argument that the fact that so many post structuralist french
intellectuals have a strong colonial connection usually with
algeria cannot be a coincidence the biographical fact that so
many french intellectuals were born in or otherwise connected
with french algeria has often been noted but it has never been
theorised ahluwalia makes a convincing case that post
structuralism in fact has colonial and postcolonial roots this is an
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important argument and one that connects two theoretical
currents that continue to be of great interest post structuralism
and postcolonialism the re reading of what is now familiar
material against the background of de colonial struggles
demonstrates the extent to which it is this new condition that
prompted theory to question long held assumptions inscribed in
the european colonial enterprise the wide ranging discussion
ranging across authors as different as foucault derrida fanon
althusser cixous bourdieu and lyotard enables the reader to make
connections that have remained unnoticed or been neglected it
also brings back into view a history of struggles both political and
theoretical that has shaped the landscape of critique in the social
sciences and humanities this clear and lucid discussion of
important and often difficult thinkers will be widely read and
widely debated by students and academics alike
Crossing Borders 1992 robert c holub critically investigates the
histories of reception theory poststructuralism and
deconstruction in postwar germany and the united states he looks
at how imported theories assume a place in the political discourse
of a country and how indigenous intellectual traditions and
prejudices affect modify or even distort foreign theories holub
addresses many timely questions why did reception theory so
prominent in germany in the 1960s and 1970s fail to have an
impact on american academics until the 1980s why did
postructuralism and specifically the writings of michel foucault
fail to find a home in german academia while becoming an
important theoretical voice in the united states how did
deconstruction originally considered by american scholars as
merely a sophisticated tool for analysis get taken up by leftists
who argued for an affinity between the critique of language and
the critique of capitalism and finally how have american
intellectuals responded to revelations of fascism in the pasts of
paul de man and martin heidegger crossing borders effectively
demonstrates the extent to which theoretical work needs to be
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understood in cultural intellectual and institutional contexts holub
argues that the praxis of theories is determined not only by their
content and style but also by the environment in which they must
function the success of a transplanted theory he contends is due
less to its inherent merits than to the hospitability of the
environment on to which it is grafted publisher s website
New Vocabularies in Film Semiotics 2005-07-08 the authors
address key aspects of contemporary semiotic and cultural debate
for example metz s semiotics genette s narratology the feminism
of mary ann doane and bakhtinian concepts the book explores
linguistically oriented terminology in cinema studies the semiotics
of film narrative the psycho semiology of the cinema and
intertextuality discourse and transtextuality references to
individual films drawn from the work of a wide range of directors
including orson welles d w griffiths alain resnais jean luc godard
alfred hitchcock jean cocteau and chantal akerman illustrate th
Superstructuralism 2013-10-08 first published in 2002 it is easy
to see that we are living in a time of rapid and radical social
change it is much less easy to grasp the fact that such change will
inevitably affect the nature of those disciplines that both reflect
our society and help to shape it yet this is nowhere more apparent
than in the central field of what may in general terms be called
literary studies new accents is intended as a positive response to
the initiative offered by such a situation each volume in the series
will seek to encourage rather than resist the process of change to
stretch rather than reinforce the boundaries that currently define
literature and its academic study
Poststructuralism, Philosophy, Pedagogy 2006-04-18 this
book has been quite long in the making in its original format but
with some different chapters and with the then publisher it
foundered as did other volumes in the planned series at the in
press stage when we obviously thought it was going ahead it was
suddenly canned quite distraught i closed it away in a desk
drawer for a year or so but then joy carp of kluwer academic
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publishers expressed an interest in it and we were in business
again most of the contributors to the original volume have stayed
with it only to be delayed by myself for a variety of reasons but
see the dedication i had been writing on michel foucault for a
number of years but had become concerned about mis
appropriations of his ideas and works in educational literature i
was also concerned about the increasingly intemperate babble in
that literature of the notion of postmodernism indeed at one
major educational conference in north america i listened to a
person expounding postmodernism in terms of destroy destroy
destroy like michel foucault i am not quite sure what
postmodernism is but following mark poster s account of
poststructuralism as merely a collective term to catch a number
of french thinkers i thought that what we had to do in education
was to look at what particular thinkers had said and not become
involved in vapid discussion at an abstract level on isms thus the
book was conceived
Structuralism and Poststructuralism For Beginners 2007-08-21
what is structuralism how is it possible and once the structures of
structuralism have been discovered how is poststructuralism
possible thus begins don palmer s structuralism and
poststructuralism for beginners if nobel or pulitzer ever made a
prize for making the most difficult philosophers and ideas
accessible to the greatest number of people one of the leading
candidates would certainly be professor don palmer from his
sartre for beginners and kierkegaard for beginners to his looking
at philosophy author illustrator don palmer has the magic touch
when it comes to translating the most brutally difficult ideas into
language and images that non specialists can understand in its
less dramatic versions writes palme structuralism is just a method
of studying language society and the works of artists and
novelists but in its most exuberant form it is a philosophy an
overall worldview that provides an account of reality and
knowledge poststructuralism is a loosely knit intellectual
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movement comprised mainly of ex structuralists who either
became dissatisfied with the theory or felt they could improve it
structuralism and poststructuralism for beginners is an illustrated
tour through the mysterious landscape of structuralism and
poststructuralism the book s starting point is the linguistic theory
of ferdinand de sausser the book moves on to the anthropologist
and literary critic claude lévi strauss the semiologost and literary
critic roland barthes the marxist philosopher louis althusser the
psychoanalyst jacques lacan the deconstructionist jacques derrida
learn among other things why structuralists say reality is
composed of not things but relationships every object is both a
presence and an absence the total system is present in each of its
parts the parts are more real than the whole the book concludes
by examining the postmodern obsession with language and with
the radical claim of the disappearance of the individual
obsessions that unite the work of all these theorists
Historical Traces and Future Pathways of Poststructuralism
2020-11-11 this volume brings together an international array of
scholars to reconsider the meaning and place of poststructuralism
historically and demonstrate some of the ways in which it
continues to be relevant especially for debates in aesthetics ethics
and politics the book s chapters focus on the works of butler
deleuze derrida foucault irigaray kristeva lacan and lyotard in
combination with those of agamben luhman nancy and nietzsche
and examine issues including biopolitics culture embodiment
epistemology history music temporality political resistance
psychoanalysis revolt and the visual arts the contributors use
poststructuralism as a hermeneutical strategy that rejects the
traditional affirmation of unity totality transparency and
representation to instead focus on the foundational importance of
open ended becoming difference the unknowable and expression
this approach allows for a more expansive definition of
poststructuralism and helps demonstrate how it has contributed
to debates across philosophy and other disciplines historical
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traces and future pathways of poststructuralism will be of
particular interest to researchers in philosophy politics political
theory critical theory aesthetics feminist theory cultural studies
intellectual history psychoanalysis and sociology
Poststructuralist Discourse Analysis 2014-11-16 this book
presents developments of discourse analysis in france and applies
its tools to key texts from five theorists of structuralism lacan
althusser foucault derrida and sollers it pays special attention to
enunciative pragmatics as a poststructuralist approach which
analyzes the discursive construction of subjectivity
Ricoeur and the Post-structuralists 2015 in this book a world
leading ricoeur scholar examines ricoeur s philosophy in relation
to other major figures in contemporary french philosophy
including bourdieu derrida deleuze foucault and castoriadis
Critical Resistance 2005-08-12 this book serves as both an
introduction to the concept of resistance in poststructuralist
thought and an original contribution to the continuing
philosophical discussion of this topic how can a body of thought
that mistrusts universal principles explain the possibility of
critical resistance without appeals to abstract norms how can
emancipatory resistance be distinguished from domination can
there be a poststructuralist ethics david hoy explores these
crucial questions through lucid readings of nietzsche foucault
bourdieu derrida and others he traces the genealogy of resistance
from nietzsche s break with the cartesian concept of
consciousness to foucault s and bourdieu s theories of how
subjects are formed through embodied social practices he also
considers levinas heidegger and derrida on the sources of ethical
resistance finally in light of current social theory from judith
butler to slavoj zizek he challenges poststructuralism as a
category and suggests the term post critique as a more accurate
description of contemporary continental philosophy hoy is a
leading american scholar of poststructuralism critical resistance
is the only book in english that deals substantively with the
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topical concept of resistance in relation to poststructuralist
thought discussions of which have dominated continental social
thought for many years
Edinburgh Companion to Poststructuralism 2013-11-18
written by experts in their field this companion surveys the
challenges and provocations raised by the major voices of
poststructuralism foucault deleuze derrida cixous lyotard guattari
kristeva irigaray barthes and baudrillard thematically organised
and clearly written it will guide students and researchers in
philosophy literature art geography politics sociology law film and
cultural studies around the nature and contemporary relevance of
poststructuralism
Bridging Complexity and Post-Structuralism 2016-09-27 this
work addresses the topic of philosophical complexity which
shares certain assumptions with scientific complexity cybernetics
and general systems theory but which is also developing as a
subject field in its own right specifically the post structural
reading of philosophical complexity that was pioneered by paul
cilliers is further developed in this study to this end the ideas of a
number of contemporary french post structural theorists and
their predecessors including derrida nancy bataille levinas
foucault saussure nietzsche heidegger and hegel are introduced
the implications that their various insights hold for our
understanding of complex human systems are teased out at the
hand of the themes of economy social ontology subjectivity
epistemology and ethics the analyses are also illuminated at the
hand of the problematic of the foreigner and the related
challenges of showing hospitality to foreigners the study presents
a sophisticated account of both philosophical complexity and
philosophies of difference by relating these subject fields the
study also extends our understanding of philosophical complexity
and offers an original characterisation of the aforementioned
philosophers as complex thinkers
French Discourse Analysis 2014-04-04 for the first time in
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english glyn williams draws together current debates in
linguistics and social theory and provides the first study in
english of the principles and theories of french discourse analysis
Critical Theory and Poststructuralism 2019-05-15 in critical
theory and poststructuralism mark poster enacts a dialogue
between the french poststructuralists especially michel foucault
and the tradition of critical social theory as developed by the
frankfurt school and by other continental theorists such as jean
paul sartre these confrontations between poststructuralists who
represent postmodern thought and theorists committed the
modern project of the enlightenment is according to poster of
urgent importance because of the failure of critical theory to
sustain a convincing critique of today s radically changed social
formation
Post-Structuralist Joyce 1985-01-31 this volume is devoted to
translations of some of the most significant criticism of james
joyce to have appeared in french journals over the last twenty
years joyce has been a great stimulus for new modes of
theoretical and critical inquiry in france which have in turn
exerted a profound influence on the intellectual climate both in
the uk and in north america in their shared preoccupations with
the mechanisms of textuality and the implications thereof for the
writing and reading subject all the contributors to this volume
who include hélène cixous jacques aubert jeanmichel rabaté
andré topia and jacques derrida form part of the movement away
from the structuralism that dominated intellectual discussion in
the 1960s to what is now called though not in france itself post
structuralism
Logics of Disintegration 2020-05-05 over the last two decades
contemporary french philosophy has exercised a powerful
influence on intellectual life across both europe and america post
structuralist strategies and concepts have played an important
role in many forms of social cultural and aesthetic analysis
particularly on the left despite the widespread reception however
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there has still been comparatively little analysis of the basic
philosophical assumptions of post structuralism or of the
compatibility of many of its central tenets with the progressive
political orientations with which it is frequently associated in this
book peter dews seeks to remedy this situation by setting post
structuralist thought in relation to another more explicitly critical
tradition in the philosophical analysis of modernity that of the
frankfurt school from adorno to habermas logics of disintegration
will be of interest to readers across a wide range of disciplines
from literary criticism to social theory which have felt the impact
of post structuralism and to anyone who wishes to reach a
balanced assessment of one of the most influential intellectual
currents of our time
After Poststructuralism 2014-09-11 the end of the cold war
revitalised continental philosophy and more particularly interest
in it from outside philosophy after poststructuralism transitions
and transformations analyses the main developments in
continental philosophy between 1980 1995 a time of great
upheaval and profound social change the volume ranges across
the birth of postmodernism the differing traditions of france
germany and italy third generation critical theory radical
democracy postcolonial philosophy the turn to ethics feminist
philosophies the increasing engagement with religion and the rise
of performativity and post analytic philosophy analyses of the
major figures are integrated within the discussion after
poststructuralism reveals how continental philosophy fuelled by
an intense ethical and political desire to reflect changing social
and political conditions responded to the changing world and to
the key issues of the time notably globalisation technology and
ethnicity
Reader-Response Criticism 1980-12 reader response criticism
from formalism to post structuralism collects the most important
theoretical statements on readers and the reading process its
essays trace the development of reader response criticism from
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its beginnings in new criticism through its appearance in
structuralism stylistics phenomenology psychoanalytic criticism
and post structuralist theory the editor shows how each of these
essays treats the problem of determinate meaning and compares
their unspoken moral assumptions in a concluding essay she
redefines the reader response movement by placing it in
historical perspective providing the first short history of the
concept of literary response this anthology remains an
indispensable guide to reader response criticism from publisher s
description
Latin American Literature 2013-12-19 critical theory meets latin
american fiction in this bold and challenging analysis of literature
and literary criticism through post structuralist analysis focusing
on latin american literary and critical production from the 1890s
to the 1990s bernard mcguirk highlights the confrontation
between theory politics and literature the range of literatures
discussed is extensive including writings from argentina brazil
chile guatemala mexico nicaragua and peru the symptomatic
differences between and within cultures are illuminated by
analysis of texts by such authors as césar vallejo jorges luis
borges rubén darío pablo neruda julio cortázar joão guimarães
rosa susana thénon carlos fuentes bernard mcguirk holds the
chair of romance literatures and literary theory at the university
of nottingham he is currently president of the association of
hispanists of great britain and ireland
Textual Strategies 1980 murdoch has written a book that is a
welcome contribution to an ongoing debate about the nature of
geography area royal geographical society post structuralist
geography is a highly accessible introduction to post structuralist
theory that critically assesses how post structuralism can be used
to study space and place the text comprises a thorough appraisal
of the work of key post structuralist thinkers including gilles
deleuze michel foucault and bruno latour case studies to elucidate
illustrate and apply the theory boxed summaries of complex
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arguments which with the engaging writing style provide a clear
overview of post structuralist approaches to the study of space
and place comprehensive and comprehensible communicating a
new and exciting agenda for human geography post structuralist
geography is the students essential guide to the theoretical
literature
Post-structuralist Geography 2005-11-22 this book fundamentally
challenges the radical credentials of post structuralism though
derrida foucault and deleuze claim to have deconstructed
metaphysics their work has much in common with previous
attempts to end the metaphysical tradition from kant to nietzshe
and heidegger and by sociology in general gillian rose shows that
this anti metaphysical writing always appears in historically
specific jurisprudential terms which themselves found and
recapitulate metaphysical categories she reconsiders post
structuralism in this light and assesses the relationship between
deconstruction and the earlier structuralism of saussure and levi
strauss she argues in conclusion that the choice between post
structuralist nihilism and hegelian and marxist dialectic is
spurious
Dialectic of Nihilsm 1991-01-08 since the advent of post
structuralism various authors have problematized the modern
conception of autobiography by questioning the status of
authorship and interrogating the relation between language and
reality yet even after making autobiography into a theoretical
problem many of these authors ended up writing about
themselves this paradox stands at the center of this wide ranging
study of the form and function of autobiography in the work of
authors who have distanced themselves from its modern
instantiation discussing roland barthes jacques derrida hélène
cixous and others this book grapples with the question of what it
means to write the self when the self is understood as an effect of
writing combining close reading intellectual history and literary
theory the autobiography effect traces how precisely its
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theoretically problematic nature made autobiography into a
central scene for the negotiation of philosophical positions and
anxieties after structuralism
The Autobiography Effect 2019-07-24 modern literary theory is
increasingly looking to philosophy for its inspiration after a wave
of structural analysis the growing influence of deconstruction and
hermeneutic readings continues to bear witness to this this
exciting and important collection first published in 1988 reveals
the diversity of approaches that mark the post structuralist
endeavour and provides a challenge to the conventional practice
of classical studies and ancient philosophy this book will be of
interest to students of ancient philosophy classical studies and
literary theory
Post-Structuralist Classics 2016-08-19 exploring the kantian and
phenomenological background of derrida deleuze foucault and
irigaray this book raises some key questions and issues in critical
theory is it still possible to sustain a transcendental critical
project how do such projects fare in the terrain of cultural studies
and anti representationalism
Philosophy and Post-structuralist Theory 1999
Superstructuralism 2006
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